Arena
8200

Change management.
Arena combines classic form
with today’s functionality.
Move and reconfigure multiple
light sources to create a
unique look and personalized
light distribution. With its
discreet, innovative power
ring and snap on/off magnetic
connections, Arena puts
illumination in your hands.

Create a signature look for each
project. With its choice of four
repositionable light sources, Arena
allows unending customization
to perfectly match the aesthetic
and functional needs of the
room it is installed in.

Slice
8293

Slice is an eye-catching decorative
light source. The tubular translucent
acrylic diffuser creates a visually
striking statement of diffused ambient
light. Each Slice can be flipped for
direct or indirect illumination and can
be installed on overlapping heights
for a unique intersecting look. A
maximum of up to 4 Slice light sources
can be installed on each Arena or
combined with other light sources.

Delivered lumens (36") :
Up to 765lm per unit
Delivered lumens (54") :
Up to 1130lm per unit

Aim
8292

Aim is a discreet 38mm diameter
aimable projector. The head rotates
350° and can be tilted up to 90°
inward or outward for a wider
lighting surface area. Aim can also
be flipped vertically on the ring to
enable direct or indirect illumination
and is offered in two beam angles. A
maximum of up to 12 Aim projectors
can be installed on each Arena or
combined with other light sources.

Delivered lumens :
Up to 625lm per unit

Pivot the light source to highlight
an architectural detail or a piece
of furniture. Aim precisely to focus
on art or signage on the walls.

Beam
8290

The head pivots 90° in each
direction and the whole light source
can be flipped vertically on the
ring to enable direct or indirect
illumination. Beam hides discreetly
behind the ring’s height and
shines brightly above or below.
Beam is offered in three beam
angles and with four optical
accessories. A maximum of up
to 12 Beam light sources can
be installed on each Arena or
combined with other light sources.

Delivered lumens:
Up to 880lm per unit

Glow
8291

Glow is a decorative translucent
light source. Using the same 60mm
body as Beam, the head rotates
90° in each direction and the
whole accessory can be flipped
vertically on the ring to enable
direct or indirect illumination. Glow
adds a touch of ambient luxury to
the sleek ring profile. A maximum
of up to 12 Glow light sources
can be installed on each Arena or
combined with other light sources.

Delivered lumens:
Up to 700lm per unit

With its sleek profile, Arena
proposes a timeless form and
feel. Inspired by the classic
wagon wheel, Arena is much
more than a light fixture; it is
an object that contributes to
the evolution of a space.

Standard options
Ring diameters

Light sources

Ø36” — Ø54”

Colors
Beam — 8290
BLKE

Glow — 8291

Aim — 8292

Slice — 8293

WHE

Color temperatures

Dimming option
0 – 10V dimming (DV)

3000K

Power of attraction

3500K

4000K

Beam angles *

Each light source is equipped with
strong neodymium magnets for snap
on/off connection to the low voltage
strip. Safe to touch, the discreet
power drop also connects to it.
All accessories are interchangeable
from the 36” to the 54” diameter
Arena except for the Slice.
No electrician or tools required to
add, remove or arrange the light
sources. Move, spread evenly, gang,
flip up and down, pivot, aim at will !

* Three beam angles
available for 8290
Narrow & wide beam
angles available for 8292

Narrow

Medium

Wide

Optical accessories **
** Available for 8290

Clear

Frosted

Honeycomb

Solite
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